**Swinger Shutdown function** allows to inhibit a Videofied® intrusion detector for a defined period of time if it triggers repeated false alarms in less than 5 minutes.

Swinger Shutdown is available for XL, XLL, XT and XV Videofied® alarm panels and their variants running on firmware version* 03.91.XX.XXX and later.

*In order to check the firmware version, enter the following code in the standby menu when the panel is DISARMED: 000000+YES.

**Swinger Shutdown Menu**

Configuration Menu (Lvl. 4)

- **AREAS AND DEVICES**
- **DEVICES**
- **SWINGER SHUTDOWN**

**SWINGER SHUTDOWN**

- **SWINGER SHUTDOWN** Enabled / Disabled
- **CONFIGURATION DETECTOR**
  - Detector list Enabled / Disabled
  - **TRIPS**
    - 2
  - **RESET TIME**
    - X hour(s)

Enable Swinger Shutdown, Swinger Shutdown parameters will not be deleted if the function is disabled.

In this menu you will define **for which detectors** the Swinger Shutdown function will be active.

Define how many times the detector needs to trigger **in a 5 minutes period** before inhibiting that detector.

Define the **inhibition duration** of the detector.